Why Mulch Your Lawn?

It's often thought that mulching your grass clippings will result in a thick, unsightly thatch layer on your lawn. NOT TRUE! Believe it or not, grass is about 90 percent water, so when you mulch, the clippings disappear in a day or two.

The trick is to have a sharp blade and a mower specifically designed to recycle lawn clippings, so you don't end up with ugly clumps of grass on your lawn that will turn brown and kill the grass underneath.

Why mulch? Bagging your grass, hauling it and throwing it out is a waste of your time and of your lawn's precious resources. You're not only saving time by not having to stop the mower every few minutes to empty the bag, you're adding nitrogen to the soil. In fact, mulching can eliminate a fertilizing session or two, saving you more time and money.